Abstract-Here, we present an efficient method for movie denoising that does not require any motion estimation. The method is based on the well-known fact that averaging several realizations of a random variable reduces the variance. For each pixel to be denoised, we look for close similar samples along the level surface passing through it. With these similar samples, we estimate the denoised pixel. The method to find close similar samples is done via warping lines in spatiotemporal neighborhoods. For that end, we present an algorithm based on a method for epipolar line matching in stereo pairs which has per-line complexity ( ), where is the number of columns in the image. In this way, when applied to the image sequence, our algorithm is computationally efficient, having a complexity of the order of the total number of pixels. Furthermore, we show that the presented method is unsupervised and is adapted to denoise image sequences with an additive white noise while respecting the visual details on the movie frames. We have also experimented with other types of noise with satisfactory results.
I. INTRODUCTION

I
MAGE denoising is one of the most studied problems in the image processing community. A complete review of all existing methods can easily fill several volumes and is completely out of the scope of this work. Here, we are going to content ourselves with an overview of the most related techniques to our work of image sequence denoising.
Within the area of image sequence denoising, we can distinguish different cases regarding the source material, the specific type of noise and its application. In our case, the motivation to M. Bertalmío and V. Caselles are with Departament de Tecnologia, Universitat Pompeu Fabra, Barcelona, Spain (e-mail: marcelo.bertalmio@upf.edu; vicent.caselles@upf.edu).
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Digital Object Identifier 10.1109/TIP.2007.901821 study this problem is the restoration of old films. Nevertheless, the ideas here presented can be adapted to other types of image sequences: biological (3-D), ultrasound, infrared, compressed (with coding noise), etc.
Before going into details of image sequence denoising, we are going to discuss three key issues. First, it is important to consider the different types of noise that can be present in the image sequence. Noise in image sequences can be produced during acquisition by the sensor, due to errors during its transmission, by coding noise, etc. In the case of old films, the noise comes from dirt in the film or sometimes the intrinsic film grain is considered as noise to be removed. It is well known that this film grain is signal dependant [1] and, therefore, spatiotemporal variant. Therefore, the current research is addressed to develop methods that can deal with different types of noise.
The second issue is the degradation of the original content of the sequence: we must respect as much as possible the original content of the sequence (details, texture, motion, etc.) without introducing artifacts during the denoising process. This is the usual tradeoff between noise removal and signal degradation. For example, some denoising methods introduce staircasing effects [2] , [3] or false contours. The goal is to devise a denoising scheme that can guarantee good denoising capabilities while providing good visual quality. At the end of the day, it may be better to leave some noise instead of removing it together with important elements of the original sequence. In addition to the unpleasant visual distortions that can affect the original content, the degradation of the original content may also affect further processing steps as: segmentation, motion estimation, compression, etc.
Finally, the last issue is the computational complexity of the method and its number of parameters. Due to the enormous amount of data present in image sequences the proposed schemes must be automatic, without a large number of parameters, and computationally lightweight. Although it is not necessary to have a real time method, the method must provide results in a reasonable time in order to allow an interactive process with the user.
Although we can apply existing static image denoising methods to the case of image sequences 1 (intraframe methods), we can do better by including temporal information (interframe methods) (see [4] ). This temporal information is crucial since our perception is very sensitive to temporal distortions like edge displacement: the disregard of temporal information may lead to temporal inconsistencies in the result. Filters which take into account the 3-D image support can be classified into motion adaptive filters and motion compensated filters [4] . Motion adaptive filters take into account the dynamic character of the sequence but do not compute the optical flow. They are based on averaging pixels of different frames trying to avoid the blurring effect where motion occurs, they are the temporal counterpart of edge preserving spatial filters in that temporal edges are related to motion. Examples include different types of adaptive median filters and order statistic filters [5] , [6] or recursive filters [7] , [8] (see [4] ). Motion compensated filters are based on the assumption that the variation of the pixel gray level over a motion trajectory is mainly due to noise, and, thus, averaging these values should give a good estimate of the true pixel value; they produce high-quality results. The motion compensated spatiotemporal LMMSE was proposed by [9] and studied in [10] (these filters are an extension of spatial LMMSE filters introduced in [11] and [12] ). A related method which implicitly compensates for motion by performing 1-D signal estimation along a set of hypothesized motion directions was proposed in [13] . In [14] , the authors introduced an adaptive weighted algorithm (AWA) which can be interpreted as a motion compensated neighborhood filter. We refer to [4] for a more detailed account of these methods. Let us finally mention the recent work [15] , which uses the kurtosis of error instead of the mean squared error to estimate both the displacement and filter weights. Using the kurtosis permits to consider the case of colored or non-Gaussian noise.
Unfortunately, motion estimation is an ill-posed problem (that needs extra conditions in order to be solved) and its estimation is not straightforward in the case of noisy sequences. To overcome the problem of motion estimation, Buades et al., based on their previous work [16] , presented a method [the nonlocal means (NLM) method] for image sequence denoising that does not need motion estimation [17] . Starting from the idea that averaging several independent realizations of the same random variable reduces noise, they present a method for image denoising that considers a weighted average of similar samples. Similar samples (pixels) are found comparing their neighborhoods: two pixels with similar neighborhoods are said to be similar. In Section III, we present this method in detail. A similar method requiring no motion estimation was presented in [18] and [19] , where the spatiotemporal neighborhoods are locally adapted using an statistical estimation framework based on the local analysis of bias-variance trade-off. Moreover, in [19] , the authors also propose an statistical estimate of the threshold that can decide when two patches are similar. A full methodology for variable window correspondence which may also incorporate local illumination changes is given in [20] . In [21] , the authors also proposed a denoising method based on weighted averages of similar pixel values, but this time, the similarity of pixels is determined by the similarity of their neighborhoods after denoising in the transform domain.
In both cases, the basic idea is to find similar samples along the sequence to filter out the noise. An important issue is the unsupervised nature of the proposal. Similar samples are automatically found within the image sequence without any training step. This approach can be rooted to the pioneering work of Efros-Leung [22] . The main feature of these methods is that they may look for similar neighborhoods all over the image (or sequence). 2 In this way, they find many similar samples for the denoising procedure. For a detailed review of neighboring filters and PDE-based methods, we refer the reader to [16] . In [1] , the authors extend their work on Field of Experts [23] in order to deal with grain noise in archival film. They develop a model of grain noise that is used as a prior in the Field of Experts framework.
The main purpose of this paper is to propose an efficient method for denoising digital image sequences without using motion estimation (further comments on this will be included in Section III). The main idea behind our proposal is similar to the one used in [17] and [18] . For each pixel, we look for a set of similar samples to be used in the filtering step: we estimate the nearby points on the level surface passing through it, we consider them as realizations of the same random variable, and we take an average of them. For that purpose, we present an efficient method to find similar samples via warping lines in spatiotemporal neighborhoods. Our main concerns are: the computational cost of our algorithm, its unsupervised nature, its capabilities to automatically deal with different kinds of noise (even if the method is based on the assumption of additive white noise), and its possibilities to respect the visual details on the image sequence. As we will see, the proposed method obtains good denoising results with smaller computational complexity than the methods proposed in [17] and [18] .
The plan of the paper is as follows. In Section II, we give a direct introduction to the movie denoising method proposed in this paper. In Section III, we discuss the basic properties of the method. Section IV describes the numerical implementation, and Section V contains the experiments that display the main features of the method. Finally, the conclusions of the paper are summarized in Section VI.
II. PROPOSED ALGORITHM: AVERAGE OF WARPED LINES
Our purpose in this section is to give a brief description of our algorithm; we shall give a more detailed explanation in Section III.
Let be an image sequence defined in . For convenience, we shall denote the space image domain by , i.e., . We shall assume the following image formation model: (1) where represents the ideal image sequence with no noise, and represents a noise perturbation of . Throughout the paper, we assume that is a zero mean additive white noise (i.e., uncorrelated both in space and time), which is uncorrelated with the signal. Even if these assumptions are restrictive to deal with the different types of noise which may be present in image sequences, in Section V, we will see how our algorithm exhibits good performance also in cases not covered by our assumptions.
The input to our algorithm is a video sequence of images (frames) , where . We partition the domain of each frame into a disjoint set of lines , which for simplicity we take as the horizontal lines (row in frame ), so that . For each line , we consider the family of its neighboring ones, both spatial (nearby lines in the same frame) and temporal (nearby lines from other frames). Let (3) . The notion of warping is illustrated in Fig. 1 (see also Section II-A).
We compute a warping as the displacement such that the images and look as similar as possible. When we have performed this warping operation on every line in the set , we can obtain the denoised version of on the original line by performing an average (mean, weighted mean, or median) of the warped lines for , i.e., (4) We do the same for every frame and line in the video sequence and we obtain the denoised image . This idea is illustrated in Fig. 2 .
We could think in more general terms and apply this warping and averaging procedure to 2-D regions instead of lines. But we choose the regions to be scan lines, that is, horizontal lines spanning the whole image from the first to the last column. The reason for this choice is that with 1-D regions the warping operation reduces to the problem of dense matching in stereo applications, for which there is extensive literature (see, for instance, [24] and references therein) and, more importantly, we can use dynamic programming to compute a warping between lines which satisfies the ordering constraint 3 and a uniqueness constraint (when there are no occlusions). 4 As we have said, this warping of two lines can be computed with a dynamic pro-gramming algorithm whose complexity is , where is the number of columns of the image. Let us elaborate on this.
A. Warping Through Stereo Matching
In [24] , the authors present a stereo algorithm that, given two corresponding epipolar lines of two views (left image and right image) of the same scene, finds the set of correspondences that minimize a cost function. The correspondences are pixel pairs , where is a pixel in the left line and is its matching pixel in the right line . The cost function is a maximum likelihood cost function consisting of a weighted square error term (the squared distance between the neighborhoods of two pixels) if two pixels are matched or a fixed cost if a pixel cannot be matched. This last case represents that an occlusion happened.
The type of warping computed in [24] satisfies the ordering constraint and is adapted to the presence of occlusions or disocclusions. A warping from onto (two lines of the image ) that satisfies the ordering constraint is a multivalued map , where denotes the family of subintervals of such that
We shall also say in this case that the multivalued map is nondecreasing. We stress the fact that we look for a correspondence map which is multivalued, the reason being the presence of disocclusions. Indeed, if is an interval (the computational method gives us intervals), it means that the pixel indexed by has been transformed in the set of pixels in the line . With a similar interpretation, it may happen that the interval is mapped by into a point and this means that the interval is occluded and mapped to a single pixel . We have illustrated this notion in Fig. 1 .
The inverse of a nondecreasing warping from onto is also a nondecreasing warping from onto , that is our computational method is symmetric with respect to the pair of lines and . We shall denote by the set of nondecreasing warpings from onto .
For each , let be a 2-D neighborhood of in . We assume that where is a fixed 2-D neighborhood of (0, 0, 0). Given and , , we define the distance as
Let us fix two lines and of the image sequence . The cost associated to the nondecreasing warping is given by (7) where ,
. The cost computes the best matching between the lines and where the cost associated to the In this example, we have chosen to warp the striped line in the middle frame to eight other lines, shown in solid red color. Hence, these warpings produce a set of (at the most) eight pixel matches for each pixel in the striped line. For a particular pixel in the striped line (shown as a white square), we show its matches in the other lines (as green circles). Our algorithm would perform denoising by replacing the gray value at the white square pixel by an average of the gray values of its matches, the green circle pixels. In this figure, the lines chosen for warping are not adjacent, but this is only for clarity.
matching of and is given by the square distance , which measures essentially the similarity of the two neighborhoods and , weighted by the factor which takes into account the horizontal distance from to . The parameters and express the relative weight of both terms of the functional. In fact, by dividing by , we could assume that . Then, the term with gives preference to shorter connection versus longer ones. Further comments on the choice of and will be given in Section IV. Notice that this weighting function is slightly different to the one used in [24] for which . We choose the warping between the lines and such that (8) In this way, we may define the denoised image by the formula (4) , that is, we put in each position of the denoised line the average of all the matches of on the lines of . We illustrate this procedure in Fig. 2 .
The optimum in (8) is computed using a dynamic programming algorithm. After computing the matrix of costs whose entry is the cost associated to each correspondence between the pixels and , the algorithm proposed in [24] computes the nondecreasing warping that minimizes (7) . The warping is represented as a nondecreasing path in matrix and is a list of pixel pairs whose gray values match. As we shall comment in our next paragraph, for computational reasons, we may restrict the choice of the optimal path to lie on a band around the diagonal (which represents the trivial warping ). Fig. 3 shows, in the top row, two 100 100 images which are details of two consecutive frames of the film "The Testament of Dr. Mabuse." In the middle row, we see the profiles of scanline number 50 in each image and the bottom row shows, on the left, the central diagonal band of the 100 100 cost matrix for matching those lines. In Fig. 3 , a light grey value corresponds to a high cost, and a dark grey value corresponds to a low cost. Therefore, matching these lines amounts to finding the path in this matrix (from the top left to the bottom right) which has a minimum accumulated cost. In general, finding the solution to this optimization problem has a complexity of , where is the number of pixels of each line. Introducing the aforementioned constraints of uniqueness and ordering, the complexity reduces to . As we see (Fig. 3 , bottom right), the optimal path does not deviate substantially from the diagonal, allowing us to compute just a diagonal band instead of the whole matrix. Restricting the optimal path to such a band reduces the complexity to where is the width of the band around the diagonal of the matrix . Since, in practice, a small value relative to the image size of suffices, we have that the complexity of finding a warping between two lines is . This implies that total complexity of the denoising procedure is for an image of size , since we are performing a number of warping/matching operations which is independent of the size of the image.
III. ANALYSIS AND COMPARISON WITH NLM ALGORITHM
In this section, we present the analysis of the proposed method and a comparison with NLM. For this purpose, as in (1), we will use a model of an additive white noise with zero mean. Nevertheless, later, we will test our algorithm in circumstances where this assumption does not hold, and we will exhibit the good performance of our algorithm. In order to gain some insight into the reasons for the success of this method, we will compare it with the work of Buades et al., the NLM method [16] , [17] . For simplicity, let us review their basic method, developed for still images in [16] . In this case, the image model can be written as (9) where , represents the ideal image with no noise, and represents a white noise perturbation of with zero mean and variance . The authors of [16] proposed to denoise an image at the pixel by a weighted averaging of the values of the pixels with a neighborhood similar to a given neighborhood of . The precise formula of NLM for is (10) where is a normalization factor given by and equals
The function denotes a window function which permits to compare the neighborhoods of the pixels and . In practice, one can take the discretization of a Gaussian function of standard deviation , or the characteristic function of a neighborhood of (0, 0). In what follows, we denote the neighborhood of each pixel by so that . Notice that rapid decreasing of the exponential formula in (10) makes that only pixels with a neighborhood similar to the neighborhood of contribute to the sum in (10). In some sense, they look for realizations of the same random variable and assuming that the noise is uncorrelated at different positions, the averaging process reduces the noise variance. The image model (9) contains the contributions of a deterministic process, the function , and the white noise which has zero mean and variance . Notice that we are assuming that the variance may depend on the pixel . This represents a slight generalization of our previous assumption in (9) . The comparison of the two random vectors given by the values of and serves to identify pixels where the deterministic part of the image is similar, and the variations are mainly due to the random nature of the noise. To understand the noise reduction effect of formula (10), let us write this formula as (11) where , , and are positive weights such that for all . Then (12) a formula that expresses the noise reduction effect produced by the weighted average (11) . If the weights are given by a Gaussian window of standard deviation and , then the above variance reduces to . Thus, in this case, the noise reduction is equivalent to the one obtained by averaging on a circular neighborhood of radius which contains approximately pixels. In this case, as in the case of uniform weights, as a basic rule of thumb the theoretical estimate says that averaging the values of pixels with similar neighborhoods we can reduce the variance of the noise by a factor . In practice, this reduction factor is not attained. As pointed to us by one of the reviewers, the reason could be that the selected pixels that are used for averaging are not independent since they are chosen to have a similar gray level value.
The above formula (10) of complexity (where stands for the total number of pixels in the image) can be extended to image sequences by extending the sum on the indices . In that case, for each pixel we have to explore the whole image sequence and the formula becomes extremely cumbersome. This has been circumvented in several ways in [16] and [25] , in particular, by restricting the window where pixels will be compared, by a multiscale strategy or dividing the image in blocks [16] .
In our proposed method of average of warped lines (AWL), we develop a similar strategy: we consider the pixel as belonging to a row of the image and we enlarge the set of pixels to be compared to to those which belong to neighboring lines in space and time, i.e., we consider as search space the set of pixels [see (2)]. Then we take the average of the values of the pixels in whose neighborhood is similar to the neighborhood of . The crucial difference is that we include in this process a further geometric constraint determined by the level set structure of the image. Let us give a more detailed description of this strategy.
To explain the basic idea, let us concentrate on 2-D images. Recall that the upper (resp. lower) level sets of an image are the sets (resp. ), where . We call level lines the boundaries of the connected components of level sets. Using the right notion of connectivity (8-connectedness for upper level sets and 4-connectedness for lower level sets), the level lines do not cross each other. We propose to interpret this constraint in our context.
Suppose that we want to filter the image at the pixel following the basic ideas described above. If is a neighborhood of , we want to find the pixels whose neighborhood is similar to , and then we shall average their values [with a simple average formula or using a formula similar to (10) ]. On one hand, for computational reasons, we restrict our search to pixels which are in a neighborhood of . On the other hand, we want to impose the geometric constraint given by the inclusion property of the level lines. We can do this if we consider as search space the pixels for some positive integer , that is, the rows which are near to the row containing . In that case, if is another pixel in the row and , are two pixels that are similar to and , respectively, with , the geometric constraint imposed by the inclusion of level lines is translated into the fact that " implies that ." To do this, we compute correspondences of all points on a row at the same time and search for a nondecreasing warping of row onto row [i.e., satisfying (5) and (6)] which gives for each pixel its similar or similar ones in the row . We stress again the fact that the correspondence map is multivalued, the reason being the presence of disocclusions. The nondecreasing and multivalued character of the warping is illustrated in Fig. 1 .
The set of points is the set of points whose neighborhoods are similar to . Our algorithm will replace the value by an average of the values of the pixels in . A general averaging formula can be developed following the arguments of [26] . For each , let us denote the matching cost of the neighborhoods of both pixels by Then we define the reliability as a decreasing function of the cost, in particular, we may use (13) where is a threshold that gives a negligible weight to dissimilar neighborhoods (see Section III-A), the estimated value of the denoised image is the value of that minimizes the quantity
When
, the optimal value is (14) This optimization strategy was proposed in [26] when to obtain the estimated value of a pixel to be inpainted using the pixels with similar neighborhoods. Notice that this formula coincides with (10) if the cost function is minus the argument of the exponential in (10) . When , then is the median of the values , , with respect to the probability distribution given by the normalized reliability values . For computational simplicity, we may use an averaging formula with uniform weights instead of (14) . In that case, the corresponding theoretical reduction of the variance of the noise depends on the number of points in according to the formula
As an heuristic interpretation of AWL, we can say that we estimate the level line going through the pixel and we average the actual values of the corresponding pixels. If the estimate is correct the values and with differ only in its noise component and its average will keep the image structure while it will reduce the noise according to (15) . This interpretation suggests the following observation: if the level line is not transversal to the rows of the image, i.e., it is tangent to the horizontal direction, then it would be better to consider the rows in the vertical direction to cut the level line transversally and get enough correspondent points for a given pixel. This may be necessary in some cases. In particular, this situation happens for flat regions (there are no level lines) and using two orthogonal directions leads to a more isotropic averaging in those pixels. This is corroborated by our experiments below.
The above proposal can be naturally extended to the case of movies or video sequences assuming that the image model is given by (1) . We may define the upper (resp. lower) level sets of the image sequence as the sets . (resp.
). We call level surfaces the boundaries of connected components of level sets. Using the right notion of connectivity, the level surfaces are embedded into each other. For each voxel and its neighborhood , we look for pixels in the set given in (2) with a neighborhood similar to . As in the case of 2-D images, we map the row to a row through the multivalued nondecreasing warping and we define as the set of pixels with a neighborhood similar to . The nondecreasing nature of translates the geometric constraint on the inclusion structure of the level surfaces of the image. Finally, the average of on the pixels in will give our estimate of the denoised image . Again, as an heuristic interpretation of this algorithm, we can say that we estimate the level surface going through the pixel and we average the actual values of the corresponding pixels. If the estimate is correct the values and with differ only in its noise component and its average will keep the image structure while it will reduce the noise.
A. Discussion and Final Comments
We collect here some discussion that was raised by the reviewers.
Weighted Mean, Median and Mean: To summarize our above presentation, under the assumptions of this paper, we suggest to use a weighted average. Indeed, the weighted average has an important virtue, it automatically discards the neighborhoods which are very different to the neighborhood of the present pixel because it assigns them a negligible or small weight. In practice, this depends on the value of the parameter in (10) and (13) which has to ensure that only pixels with similar neighborhood have a large weight. For that, has to be of the order of (times an upper estimate of ) even if, as is noticed in [16] , the result is not strongly sensitive to the value of . A methodology for the choice of when the noise is assumed to be Gaussian was proposed in [19] and could be used to automatically fix the value of . Besides the weighted average, we have noticed that the median produces as good results, or better, than the weighted average. Even if not optimal for additive Gaussian white noise, it does behave nicely in our experiments. This can be explained by the robustness of the median to outliers, which is of help for instance at edges or in abrupt changes of scene (notice that the weighted average is also robust to scene changes, since it discards neighborhoods very different to the one of the actual pixel). To be complete, we have tested the weighted average, the median and the mean, always with good comparable results. Notice that the complexity of computing the median is , being the number of values that have to be ordered (the number of matches), and it does not represent more computational burden than the mean.
Notice that the noise reduction formula (11) holds only for the weighted average or the mean (with uniform weights). In the case of weighted average, we do not really know the size of the weights, but it is reasonable to assume that they are almost Gaussian distributed and our comments after (11) are in order. Moreover, the weighted average discards the bad matchings. The weights are uniform in the case of the mean and the variance of the noise should decrease as , being the total number of matches. However, to be reasonable, the matches must be good and represent the same deterministic part. We believe that this is reasonable in the examples displayed below, due to the global matching found by our algorithm. In any case, the use of the weighted average is sound.
In order to test the (15), we processed the sequence in Fig. 15 with a different number of points. In the case on NLM, which we implemented following [16] , for each pixel to be denoised, we considered its spatiotemporal nearest neighbors. For AWL, we selected as the number of lines used. The results are depicted in Fig. 4 , where we show the evolution of the MSE with . For both NLM and AWL, the MSE decreases as increases, even if the theoretical estimate (15) does not hold (the MSE is not divided by 2 when we double the number of points k).
The Nature of the Noise: Our discussion above relies on the assumption that we have an additive white noise with zero mean. This does not cover the case of colored noise, film grain noise, compression noise, dirt and dust or scratches. Concerning the case of film grain noise as modeled in [1] , it is not additive, but the authors assume that the noise is spatially independent due to the large relative size of the image pixels to the grain. They also assume that the mean of the corrupted signal coincides with the true signal. Except on the additivity, we are not far from those assumptions. This may explain why our experiments below have produced results comparable to those of [1] (see Fig. 9 ). Let us also point out that it could also happen that the grain noise is spatially correlated, but in this case we are also outside the setting in [1] .
Concerning the case of dirt artifacts, we have added a figure (see Fig. 10 ) with details of the Mabuse example, where it can be seen that our method is able to remove some dirt artifacts, e.g. in the face of the actor. Concerning vertical scratches (originated by dust,) the application of the algorithm is not sufficient to remove them, we remove some noise but not all. In that case, we would need an artifact (line scratch) detector and later perform inpainting. That is, we need to know the noise location as when doing inpainting, and then we can compare the part of the neighborhoods where the information is known. This problem is common to many methods. Eventually, the use of learned filters or dictionnaries like in the Field of Experts approach could be useful in this context. In the case of strong dust/dot noise: we could try an iterated version of AWL with weighted average, or NLM.
Algorithm Does Not Require Motion Estimation: As we have said in the introduction, the proposed AWL method does not require motion estimation, and neither does NLM. In AWL, we do warping between lines, which is a kind of registration; these lines being in the same frame or in other frames. On the other hand, we could consider that both methods AWL and NLM give a multivalued optical flow, in the sense that we could say that a correspondence point (or a point with small window difference in NLM) is a candidate to the displacement. However, we do not choose explicitly one of them as the correct motion vector, so, in this sense, we say that both methods do not require motion estimation.
Can the Set of Matchings Be Empty? What Happens in a Change of Scene?:
When the set of matchings of a given pixel is empty we have no pixel to average with . Notice that we are looking for the correspondences of in several lines in its space-time neighborhood. Then, it is very rare that we have no matching at all. This would mean that the pixel is occluded in all lines and frames except the own line containing it. We have checked this in our experiments and we have found no pixel with an empty set of matchings. What can happen is that there are pixels with a lower number of matchings, and, in that case, there is less reduction in noise in that pixel.
Let us consider the case of a change of scene at frame (so that is a new scene), then we look for matchings at frames . In that circumstance, the number of relevant matches (with non empty warping and small error) is larger in the frames previous to . In that case, using the weighted mean or the median produces good results. Using just the mean, we could construct examples where we would find an average of two distinct scenes with no real sense. In practice, this does not happen once the number of significant matches is biased to the similar scenes.
Is the Level Set Inclusion Preserved by the Algorithm?:
If we do not know the "correct" level set structure, we have to estimate it. For that, we modify the value of the pixel according to, for instance, a weighted average of similar matched pixels. Then we create a new image with a new level set structure. Thus, the question is if two pixels that were matched, belong after filtering to the same level line. While, strictly speaking, we cannot prove this theoretically, we observe that, assuming that the image model is (1) and the matching process makes corresponding points have the same deterministic part, then the average process would make that matched points belong to the same level set. In practice, if we use the weighted average formula, then the significant terms of that sum have a small error in the exponent and we may assume that they have the same deterministic part. We may say that the weighted average formula gives an estimate of the level line modulo the error given by (11) .
On the other hand, we display on Fig. 8 a geometric image (circle plus noise) showing the matches of a pixel. This image shows that the matches correspond to a good estimation of the level line.
If the Best Match of A is B, and the Best Match of B is C: Is the Best Match of A Equal to C?:
It could happen that the best match of A is not C, although we have observed that the most common situation is that A matches C. Is this good? On one hand, this is good if we are on a level line, which is what usually happens in practice. However, if we are on a flat region, the fact that in general A matches C makes a "false" level line appear. This is particularly problematic in still images where we do not have a movie but a single frame. Then flat regions denoised with AWL exhibit brush stroke artifacts. As we mention below, a region algorithm (warping regions instead of lines) should be designed for still images: starting with a segmentation of the image in frame and a region of it, we should look for a corresponding region in a neighboring frame and its warping , . Then we should average all points , . If we apply the same strategy on a still image, we would end up with a warped version of the NLM algorithm (a block version of NLM was already proposed in [16] ).
IV. NUMERICAL IMPLEMENTATION
For the warping, we have adapted the maximum likelihood minimum horizontal discontinuities version of the stereo algorithm of Cox et al. presented in [24] , making two changes on the computation of the cost function. First, to compute the element of the cost matrix , we compare not the isolated pixels and but rather their spatial neighborhoods: 5 we compute the sum of squared differences (SSD) of these neighborhoods. Second, we multiply this SSD by a factor of the form , , [see the expression after the sum in formula (7)]. The parameters and express the relative weight of both terms of the functional. In fact, by dividing by , we may assume that . Then the term with penalizes matches of far away (high ) pixels. It is difficult to say what is the "right" value of , a wide range works in practice, and the important fact is that . We have found that these changes noticeably increase the robustness of the matching procedure. To speed up the process, we may look for the optimal path in a band of constant width around the diagonal of the cost matrix. When matching lines in different frames, the width of the band should depend on the maximum displacement which could be estimated. In our experiments, the width of the diagonal band on which we compute the cost function has been taken as ten percent of the size of the matrix. We stress again the fact that this is only done for computational reasons and we could always use the full size of the matrix.
Once the matchings are computed, we have to average the corresponding pixels. We have tested the weighted average (14) , the median and the mean. Notice that the weights (before normalization) in (14) are given by 5 In practice, we took k = 11, but results do not vary noticeably for k = 9, 11, 13. with a parameter . From the expression, it is clear that in order to ensure that only those pixels with similar neighborhoods have a large weight, must be taken of the order of (the multiplicity factor should take into account an upper estimate of ). Thus, the dependence on the noise variance is embodied in and , are taken independent of it. In practice, we have chosen , , and a multiple of . As we have already said, a methodology for the choice of is proposed in [19] . Nevertheless, the algortihm is robust with respect to (as also noted in [16] ). For each line that we want to denoise, we consider a spatiotemporal neighborhood with a total of neighboring lines: neighboring lines per frame over neighboring frames. According to the general formula (11) and its simplified version (15), the noise reduction depends on the total number of matchings, hence on . The precise values of , will be given in the experiments section, but they are usually small numbers between 3 and 10 and between 5 and 20.
Thus, the choices of our algorithm are the parameters (in case we perform weighted average), and . Also, we may choose which sort of average we want to perform on the matched values: weighted mean, median or mean. In the next section, we compare the performance of these choices. We also observe the good results obtained with different types of noise, even in cases that do not follow our basic assumption on the noise.
V. EXPERIMENTS
We have implemented our algorithm in C++ under Linux, on a 1-GHz 1-Gb RAM PC, with nonoptimized code. For a 240 136 color video sequence and averaging over neighborhoods of lines per frame and frames, using 11 11 neighborhoods to compute the cost matrix, the computational time is roughly 2 s per frame.
To show the effectiveness of the warping included in the proposed method we present the results for the image in Fig. 8 . This is the middle frame of a 19 frame long sequence depicting a circle moving on a uniform background, with added Gaussian noise of variance . In Fig. 8 , we display the results both of AWL and NLM and we compare the MSE error (between the result and the original image without noise). For the NLM method, we used the parameters suggested in [16] over five frames (patch size of 5 5 and ). The parameters for AWL were: search space of five frames and five lines per frame, median average. To perform a complete comparison, we also include the results for NL-weighted median. In this case, for each pixel to be denoised, we perform a weighted median estimation with respect to the normalized weights in (11) . First, we observe that AWL (mean, median, or weighted average) did not blur the edges while NLM did. This is better displayed in difference images where we see that the edges of the circle are better preserved with AWL. A constant is added to the results for better visualization.
Finally, in Fig. 7 , we depict the set of matches found for some points. Each curve represents the set of matches found for its middle point. We see that the matches tend to follow the level line when there is one. In flat regions it would be better to use all points obtained looking for matches in horizontal and vertical lines, thus simulating a Laplacian diffusion. Fig. 9 shows on the top left a frame from a film which is heavily corrupted with noise. This noise is signal-dependent and can not be modeled as additive. On the top right we see the result of applying field of experts (FoE) denoising [1] to this image. On the middle left we see the result of the NLM denoising algorithm. On the middle right and bottom row we see the results obtained with our AWL technique using mean, weighted and median averages. Fig. 10 shows enlarged details of these images. The FoE denoising result is a bit over-smoothed: notice the crystal jar in the background, the square tiles, the writing on the sheet of paper on the desk. Also, this method seems to enhance impulse noise or some dirt and dust defects: notice this effect on the face of the actor, the desk, near the legs, etc. Concerning the NLM result, it looks clean and sharp, but some parts have been oversmoothed, like the above mentioned square tiles behind the desk or the writing on the paper sheet on the desk. These structures are better respected with AWL. On the other hand, there is another distracting visual artifact present in the NLM result which is only noticeable by watching the denoised video. While one frame at a time the images denoised with NLM look perfectly reasonable, when we see them in motion at a rate of 24 fps we clearly perceive an oscillation in the boundary of the objects in the scene. In some cases this artifact really catches one's eye, like when the lamp in this scene, which we know to be rigid and static, slightly deforms and seems to be bending from one frame to the next. Fig. 6 points this out by showing a detail (corresponding to the lamp just mentioned) of the difference between the original and denoised images both for NLM and AWL (with median average) for frame 66 in the sequence. Observe that the boundary of the lamp is clearly visible for the NLM case. This means that the process of NLM denoising has introduced an error of order 0.5-1.0 pixels in the structures present in the image, and while this error is acceptable for still images it is not for moving images, where it immediately calls the viewer's attention.
The cases of oversmoothing of the NLM algorithm may be explained by the fact that it uses all pixels of the image (or a block around the given pixel) in the averaging process. Although each pixel is weighted by its similarity to the pixel to be denoised, if the number of outlier pixels is greater than the number of correct similar pixels the result will be biased. This is the case along edges where a difference of one pixel normal to the edge may produce a small distance and, therefore, a big weight in (10). In Fig. 5 , we show the evolution of the MSE for the circle image in Fig. 8 depending on the maximum distance for the pixels used in formula (10) . Given the set of pixels in the searching area we sort them according to their similarity to the reference pixel. Then we consider a set of similarity thresholds and produce a denoised version of the image considering in formula (10) only those pixels with similarity below the given threshold. Then we can look for the similarity threshold that gives the smaller MSE. On one hand, this shows us that there exists an optimum and on the other it justifies why NLM produces oversmoothed results in some cases. Obviously, this experiment can be done only if we have the original image without noise in order to compute the true MSE. Fig. 15 shows frames of the Flower garden sequence, the result of adding Gaussian noise of to this sequence, the NLM denoising result and the AWL denoising result. The mean square error (MSE) between the original and each denoised sequence is comparable, if slightly better for AWL: 47.8 for AWL, 49.3 for NLM. If we look in Fig. 15 at some fine texture details in these images, like the tree branches in the background, the bushes and the soil in the foreground, we observe that these structures are better preserved by the AWL algorithm while they are blurred by the NLM algorithm. We have run NLM with the choice of parameters suggested by the authors in their paper. For AWL, the parameters were: search space of frames and lines, median average. Fig. 11 shows an application of the AWL algorithm to still images, with enlarged details in Fig. 12 . Notice that this is a harder task for AWL since the number of similar pixels to a given one which are on a nearby estimated level line is smaller, and we propose a slight modification of the procedure. For the denoising to be significant we need to average over a number of lines depending on the noise power, typically 15 for the images in our experiments. However, if those 15 lines must come from the same image, which is the case of course in still images, then running the AWL may produce some artifacts. These artifacts are noticeable on flat regions of Fig. 11 , where the matching (for the warping procedure) is quite arbitrary, and are seen as vertical streaks, see the middle left image. If we apply AWL but on the columns rather than on the scan-lines (rows) of the image, then we get horizontal streaks, see middle right image. Averaging both results, we get a good denoising with AWL (see right image). So, we conclude that with this modification (namely, average of horizontal-AWL and vertical-AWL) we can perform denoising on still images with AWL. This effect has been explained in Section III: for the AWL to be effective, we need that the level line cuts transversally the system of lines used in the warping process. This cannot be the case in flat regions where there are no level lines and using two orthogonal directions leads to a more isotropic averaging in those pixels. If the noise is quite significant, though, just averaging horizontal and vertical AWL might not be enough, and we should consider other directions as well, e.g. average of AWL with lines with a slope of 0, 45, 90, and 135 degrees. Or adapting our proposed approach to the warping of 2-D regions instead of lines. This is the subject of our future research. Fig. 13 shows that the performance of AWL does not necessarily decay when there is a change of scene in the movie. One could think that, in the case that frame of the movie marks a transition from one scene to another, then pixels in frames , , would have far less matches in neighboring frames and the denoising results would, therefore, be hindered. But this does not happen in the experiment. A closer look at the enlarged details in Fig. 14 shows that the weighted average performs slightly better than the median for this scene transition case. The search space is of frames and lines. Fig. 16 shows, in the top row, several frames of a 128 96 video captured with a mobile phone camera. The compression artifacts are clearly noticeable, and can not be modeled as additive Gaussian noise. Compression noise is additive, but correlated by blocks. In the second row, we see the results obtained with AWL using mean average. In the third row, we see the results obtained with AWL using weighted average. In the bottom row, we see the results obtained with AWL using median av- Fig. 16 . Several frames of a video (top row) captured with a mobile phone camera, (second row) denoised with AWL using mean average, (third row) denoised with AWL using weighted average, and (bottom row) denoised with AWL using median average. erage. In all three cases, we have chosen neighborhoods of lines per frame and frames. The denoising results look good and quite similar, maybe in the case of the weighted average they are a bit sharper (look for instance at the area around the eyes.)
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
We have introduced in this paper a new algorithm for denoising of image sequences. The algorithm does not require any motion estimation and is based on the well-known fact that averaging several realizations of a random variable reduces noise variance. Assuming that the observed image sequence is the sum of an ideal denoised image plus some white noise [see (1) ], given the pixel position we estimate the nearby points on the level surface passing through it, we consider them as realizations of the same random variable and we take an average of them. For that, we have adapted an efficient algorithm for computing correspondence maps of epipolar lines in pairs of stereo images which satisfies the ordering constraint (see [24] ), which, in our case, is interpreted as the inclusion ordering of level surfaces. Given a line on the image, and considering nearby lines the algorithm computes a warping of onto each of them by minimizing a similarity cost between neighborhoods of given pixels along the lines and keeping the ordering constraint. The correspondences associated to each pixel are interpreted as the estimated points on the level surface through it and the values of on them as realizations of the same random variable. We obtain the denoised sequence by averaging them. We call the method AWL. The algorithm is implemented using a dynamic programming principle which is very efficient to compute the desired correspondences. The original complexity of the algorithm per frame is , where is the number of columns of the image and is the number of rows, but with a further reasonable simplification it may be reduced to . In practice, for a 240 136 color image sequence, the computational time is 2 s per frame on a 1-Gh 1-GB RAM PC. This feature compares favorably to other recent algorithms like [1] , [17] . Finally, we have displayed several experiments to show the performances of the algorithm and to compare it with the algorithms in [1] and [17] .
The proposed principle and algorithm can be also applied to static images, though this requires some further discussion since we may not have enough redundancy in a neighborhood of a given pixel in a static image to get an effective reduction of noise power. We have displayed a first experiment in this case but we believe that this deserves further discussion to be conducted in a future work. 
